Food Scientist - Madison, WI:
· Provide hands-on guidance to team of lab technicians
· Serve as internal technical expert in disciplines of food chemistry and formulation science
· Translate knowledge of food science into foods that are highly palatable to target subjects
· Apply fundamental understanding of how ingredients interact within given food systems to allow manipulation of texture and other physical properties
· Contributed to development of new products
· Take ownership of projects; develop project goals milestones, and timelines
· Focus on the discipline of food science and formulation, not QA/QC
· Position will have ~25% focus on bench work

Contact:
Bob Roberts, President
The Roberts Group, LLC
926 Willard Drive, Suite 218
Green Bay, WI 54304
(920) 592-0755
(920) 592-0744 fax
email: BobRobertsGroup@aol.com
Check out current open positions at www.BobRobertsGroup.com